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So, Who is Renewonline?

In the fast-paced digital era, where convenience and efficiency are paramount, one company stands out for its

groundbreaking approach to vehicle license renewals. At the heart of this innovative journey is our CEO, a visionary with a

rich background in public service. With 21 years of dedicated service, he brought to our company a wealth of experience

in licensing that has been nothing short of transformative.

Starting 2016, we embarked on a mission to simplify what had always been a cumbersome process: renewing vehicle

licenses. Our solution? A pioneering online platform focused exclusively on license renewals. This was a game-changer.

By concentrating solely on renewals, we were able to offer something unique and highly efficient.

Our platform, Renewonline, was the first of its kind to introduce the concept of electronically renewing vehicle license

discs both for private individuals and in retail spaces. This innovation not only set us apart but also laid the groundwork

for other companies to follow, expanding the availability of such services to the public.

The success of Renewonline has been phenomenal. Initially serving the provinces of Gauteng, Limpopo, and KwaZulu-

Natal, we have now expanded our operations to process renewals nationally. Our reach doesn't stop there. We've

partnered with various retail outlets, including giants like Spar, Pick n Pay, PostNet, 3@1 Printing stores, and Postlink,

making our services accessible to an even broader audience. This strategic move has been especially beneficial for those

in rural areas, eliminating the need for longdistance travel to renew vehicle licenses.

Our presence in retail stores is more than a business expansion; it's a testament to our commitment to making life easier

for everyone. We understand the challenges and inconveniences that come with traditional renewal processes, and we've

dedicated ourselves to providing a seamless and efficient solution. Our goal is to ensure that no matter where you are,

renewing your vehicle license is as easy as a trip to your local store.

The journey of Renewonline is a story of innovation, commitment, and

accessibility. We are proud to be pioneers in this field, leading the way for a

future where vehicle license renewals are hassle-free. Our CEO's visionary

leadership, rooted in his extensive public service background, has been

instrumental in guiding our company's direction. Together, we are not just

simplifying a process; we are enhancing lives, one renewal at a time.

As we continue to grow and expand our services, our dedication to

convenience, efficiency, and customer satisfaction remains unwavering.

Renewonline is more than just a platform; it's a movement towards a more

accessible and user-friendly future. Join us as we drive forward, making

vehicle license renewals easier for everyone, everywhere.
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How it Works
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The Process
The process for renewing a client's vehicle license

through a retail outlet is as follows:

Client Request Submission

and Information Capture:

The renewal process

commences when the client

submits their request to renew

their vehicle license at your

store. The cashier, as the

point of contact, assumes the

responsibility of meticulously

capturing all pertinent details

from the client's identification

document and the expired

license disc. These details are

accurately entered into the

Renewonline system. The

system then performs a

calculation to determine the

requisite renewal fee and

assesses whether the

payment should be made. In

the event that the client opts

to proceed with the renewal

and successfully completes

the payment, the cashier

acknowledges and confirms

the transaction within the

system.

Renewal Processing by

Renewonline:

Subsequently, the

Renewonline system comes

into play. Once the client's

payment is verified, the

system electronically receives

the vital information needed

to process the vehicle license

renewal. Following the

acquisition of the necessary

documentation, the system

undertakes the task of

updating and recording this

information within our internal

database. Concurrently, the

documentation is scheduled

for dispatch to your store.

Document Delivery and Client

Collection:

The final phase involves the

delivery of the renewed

documents to your retail

outlet. The objective here is to

arrange for the client's return

to your store for the collection

of their renewed license. This

step ensures that the client

receives their updated license

renewal and facilitates a

seamless and efficient service

experience within your

establishment.

Collection:

Upon delivery of the

documentation to your store,

the client is notified thereof by

the courier service. 

You may locate and provide

the client with his/her

documentation after checking

out the transaction on the

Renewonline Database.

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4

CLIENT SUBMITS
RENEWAL AT STORE

RENEWONLINE
PROCESSES RENEWAL

RENEWAL SENT OUT &
DELIVERED TO STORE

CLIENT COLLECTS
RENEWAL FROM STORE

What Do You Need to
Assist Your Customer?
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At Renewonline, we are proud to announce that over 200 retail spaces have already integrated

our cutting-edge vehicle licence disc renewal system, revolutionizing the way they serve their

customers. This system not only simplifies the renewal process but also significantly enhances

customer retention by ensuring repeat visits.

We are now extending an exclusive invitation to your store to join this innovative network. By

incorporating our renewal system, you offer your clients the utmost convenience of renewing

their vehicle licence discs right within the comfort of your retail environment. This service

guarantees that customers will return to your store within 3-5 days to collect their renewed

discs, providing a perfect opportunity to boost your kiosk sales and increase foot traffic.

Why Choose Renewonline?
Customer Retention: Our system ensures that customers will revisit your store, increasing the

likelihood of additional purchases and engagements.

Competitive Advantage: Stand out from the competition by providing a unique, in-demand service that

meets the evolving needs of today’s consumers.

Enhanced Customer Experience: Save your customers time and hassle, improving their overall

shopping experience and satisfaction.

Additional Revenue Stream: You have the flexibility to add a nominal fee on top of the standard vehicle

licensing and Renewonline administration fees, creating an additional income source for your

business.

R E N E W O N L I N E  

Your Opportunity

R E N E W O N L I N E  

Enhance Your Retail Experience

In today’s fast-paced world, staying

ahead means continuously adapting to

market trends and customer preferences.

By partnering with Renewonline, you are

not just offering a service, but are also

building trust, loyalty, and a robust

customer base.

Join us in this retail revolution and set

your store apart. Let’s drive customer

satisfaction and store profitability

together.

https://renewonline.co.za/
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Unlock Efficiency with Renewonline: Your Online Database Solution

Are you ready to streamline your retail operations with cutting-edge technology? Join the growing

number of successful stores leveraging the power of Renewonline, our fully URL-operational

database. Designed with simplicity and efficiency in mind, Renewonline allows you to manage your

store’s operations directly online through a dedicated company profile, customized just for you.

What Do You Need to Get Started?
Getting started with Renewonline is straightforward:

Internet Connection: Ensure you have a stable internet connection to access our online platform

seamlessly.

Compatible Device: Use any device capable of connecting to the internet – whether it’s a

desktop, laptop, or your existing BlueLabel machine.

Mouse & Keyboard: For optimal navigation and ease of use, we recommend adding a mouse and

keyboard to your setup, especially when using BlueLabel machines.

An 2D optical scanner which is purchasable from us in order to scan the barcode of a vehicle

licence disc. 

From Your Customer: Your customers will only need to present you with an expired licence and

their ID which you will capture on our databse. No form completion, no paperwork, no fuss!

R E N E W O N L I N E  

You‘ll Require
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What Will You Require?

Interested in joining?

Should you express interest in collaborating

with Renewonline to provide in-store vehicle

license disc renewal services for your

clients, we will kindly request that you fill out

an application form. This initial step is

essential for us to assess your eligibility and

facilitate the collaboration process. 
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Elevate Your Business with Renewonline's Retail Agent Program

At Renewonline, we understand the importance of maximizing your business potential. That's why

we invite you to become a pivotal part of our expanding network by signing up as a Retail Agent.

This opportunity not only enhances your service offerings but also introduces an additional

revenue stream to your business through vehicle license disc renewals.

As a valued Retail Agent, you set your own administration fees, directly influencing your earnings.

But the benefits don't stop there. We are committed to supporting your success in every possible

way:

Comprehensive Marketing Support: We provide you with a suite of professional marketing

materials, including eye-catching posters and digital ads, all designed to attract and engage

your customers.

1.

Promotion Across Platforms: Your business will benefit from exposure on our robust social

media channels, increasing your visibility and drawing in a broader clientele.

2.

Inclusion in Our Retail Store Directory: Your store will be featured on our accessible online

retail store list, making it easy for potential customers to find and choose your services.

3.

Hassle-Free Client Management: You simply capture and submit renewal requests. From there,

we handle all ongoing communications with your clients, keeping them informed throughout the

process and notifying them when their discs are ready for collection at your store.

4.

R E N E W O N L I N E  

Let‘s Grow Together
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What Can We Offer?

Joining Renewonline as a Retail

Agent not only sets you apart from

the competition but also aligns you

with a trusted partner dedicated to

your growth and profitability.

Enhance your service offering,

increase your revenue, and let us

do the heavy lifting. Sign up today

and transform the way you do

business.

https://renewonline.co.za/
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We would like to extend our heartfelt gratitude to all readers who have taken the time to review

our Business company profile. We are truly honored by your interest in our business and the

services we provide. Your attention and consideration are greatly appreciated. We sincerely hope

that our profile has provided you with valuable insights into our company and the potential

opportunities for collaboration. We look forward to the possibility of working together in the future

and are eager to explore how we can contribute to your success. Thank you once again for your

time and attention.
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Contact Us

Thank You

Kind Regards, 

Email us
queries@renewonline.co.za

Opening Hours
Mon-Fri: 8 AM - 4 PM

Call us

010 020 5388

Terms & Conditions Apply
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